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ABSTRACT: Support Vector Machine (SVM) has a vital role in machine learning applications in this emerging era of 

knowledge mining. The drawbacks in selecting appropriate kernels and parameters always result in wrong interpretation of 

knowledge. The case becomes much worse when the data contains multiple classes. The ability to select the optimal kernel 

has been a research since SVM-based classifiers developed. In data-centric applications like diagnosis of diseases, object 

recognition etc, the approach of kernel selection is important. The risk minimization and performance boosting are the basic 

objectives of multi-kernel learning. This paper focuses on multi-kernel implementation of SVM over multi-class data sets by 

adopting different algorithms for solving minimization issues and performance boosting. A series of data sets collected from 

different domains like protein structure study, molecular biology and disease diagnosis. Experimental study with 

implementation of new algorithms has generated and an efficient kernel recommendation strategy for each domain is chosen. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Knowledge mining applications have a diversified input structure, when it is applied on biomedical and bio-molecular 

areas. The heterogeneity, variability in source, difficulty in regularization etc are the critical issues in this domain. The solution 

for data classification always stuck to the concept of using SVM. But developments are going on with objectives related to 

the issues mentioned above. The kernel function k (xi,xj)   which computes the similarity of two examples xi,xj. the result 

of SVM learning is a weighted linear combination of kernels with a bias b.  

�(�) = �(αyik(��, �) + �)

�

���

 

 

Where xi = i = 1...Nare labeled training examples. Yi  {±1} 

 

The need of multiple kernels are often connected to the problems with heterogeneous data sources. The interpretation of 

results also depends on the process like cross-validation, which should be performed at the time of MKL. A convex 

combination of kernels K is an approach to optimize the decision functions which are hard to interpret. The combination 

can b represented as  

�(��, ��) = � (
�

���
βkKk(xi,xj)) 

 

With βk ≥ 0 and   ∑ βk = 1�
���  where each kernel Kk uses only a distinct set of features. βk is the sparse weighting value 

which decides the accurate classification. This is an important property which is not present in the current MKL algorithm. 

A mixture of kernels with independent weight assigning is the core method adopted in this paper. The solvers for interpreting 

the linear problems are necessary in the study of complex data sets. SVM implementation with multiple kernels that found 

non optimized results can be resolved by an experiment involving multiple instances of classifiers generated from same tool. 

The most popular data mining tool like Weka can be used for this extensive and linear kernel selection process. One challenge 

by formulating the strategy is the time complexity which needs to be resolved. 
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2. RELATED WORKS 
 

The need of multi-kernel SVM had arose from the beginning of 2010. The support vector machine was originally proposed 

for solving binary classification problems like Cortex and Vapnik [1, 2]. The extension of SVM was dealing with multiclass 

classification problems via constructing on binary classifier for each pair of distinct classes [3, 4]. The concept of risk 

minimization is proposed by Vapnik-char Voninkis (vc) dimension theory [5]. Another development in SVM classifier is the 

introduction of optimal hyper plane identification. A hyper plane with maximal margin between two classes are constructed 

[6]. Most researchers devote their time in optimizing the kernel function by associative parameters via trial and error method. 

Cross validation is one such step in optimal kernel selection [7]. The second method is to construct a generalized kernel 

function so as to solve all classification problems through combining different types of kernel functions [8]. The difference 

of classification accuracy is comparatively minimum where we change the kernel function.  But it does not mean that the 

results are same. Each minute knowledge is important in bio molecular and bio medical students. Also the CPU time taken 

for comparison is a crucial factor. Since it can be compromised with the need of MKL. A recommendation of kernel have 

on its optimal nature, time complexity and adaptability in complex data sets is the unique factor that distinguish this work 

from related works.  

 

3. PROPOSED WORK 
 

Generalization capability of SVM is very important than solving the data using traditional methods. The application of L1-

norm support vector machine for feature selection has many disadvantages in extracting features. A mixed norm SVM is 

proposed in this work to give better generalization capability.    We are given a training data set D with m 

instances={(a1c1)|aiԐRn,ciԐ{-1,1}}i=1..n  where ai is the ith  instance that has n features and class level ci can be represented 

as a data vector 

 

Ai=(ai1,ai2,….aim). 

 

Solution of classified problem in a SVM that separates hyper plane w x a= b is maximized with the margin distance two 

divided by w. 
�

⃒�⃒
where w is the weight vector and b is the bias. Controlling the mixed norm SVM is based on the number 

of selected features which is the number of non zero elements of the weight vector. The propose method gives better 

generalization capability than the traditional L1 norm SVM 

     

The various problems of functional analysis and theory of functions are solved by the mixed norm data. Fig1 represents a 

combination of standard SVM with mixed norm SVM 

 

Fig1. Standard SVM with Mixed norm SVM 

 
 

The mixed norm SVM has the ability to do automatic feature selection in classification problems. With predefined groups 

fα norm SVM and the Lnorm SVM have about the same order of computational cost. 
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Another objective in developing a mkl is the optimization of SVM kernels. Current work proposes a kernel weight based 

modification on existing SVM. Density estimation is the proper method for weighing kernel type in SVMs. A general class 

density estimator is defined as a weighted function estimator 

 

F(x)=Σi=1n w(Xi)W(x,Xi) 

 

Where W is the weighted function, w is the reweighting function and x1,x2.....xn is the set of data. There are different methods 

used with kernel weight updating. Some existing methods like biased sampling and informative censoring are not suited for 

multiclass data. Some other alternatives like 

1).Cutting Plane 

2). Sub gradient 

3).Level set projection can be used. 

 

4. CUTTING PLANE 
 

Structural SVMs are rendering more computational complexity and are expensive on large data sets. Hence a cutting plane 

method based on different procedures like binary classification, sequence tagging and parsing helps to work on large data 

sets with several order of magnitude faster than conventional training methods. Training general structural SVMs on large 

scale problems contains margin rescaling and slack rescaling. It has led to the development of cutting plane algorithm. It can 

resolve several orders of magnitude faster than conventional method. A cutting plane method on multi kernel SVM can be 

represented as  

 

S= ((x1,y1)…….(xn,yn)) Ԑ(X x Y)n where x is the space of input and y is the space of output. 

   

 To generate a structural SVM, we have to learn a prediction rule of the form. 

 

Fw(x)=argmax(y,h)Ԑ Y x H[w.ᵩ(x,y,h)] 

 

Where w is the parameter vector determined by minimizing the risk on training set x1y1 to xnyn.  ᵩ (x,y,h) represents 

A relation among x,output y and latent variable h. 

 

Algorithm1.(Cutting plane training of structural SVM) 

1. Input S=x1y1 ..xnyn,C,€ 

            C represents cutting plane. 

             € represents threshold 

2. For different plane i= 1 to n  

3. Wi=0 

4. Repeat  

5. Ῡ=argmaxyԐ Y{∆(y, Ῡ)- WT[ᵠ(xi,yi) -ᵠ(xi, Ῡ)]} 

6. If(Ῡ < € ) 

7. Wi=Wi ᴜ{ Ῡ} 

8. End if 

9. End for 

10. Until no Wi has changed during iteration. 

11. Return (w) 

 

The above algorithm iteratively construct a working set W=Wi ᴜ Wn of constraints, starting with an empty working set 

W= ᵩ. The algorithm iterate through training examples and find the constraints that violated most by the current solution. 

The algorithm terminates when no constraint is added in the previous iteration. 
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 The accuracy of a cutting plane method is based on stopping criteria selection and slack formation.  In the most machine 

learning applications, the training error happens with bad condition on slack formation. Multikernal based implementation 

of SVM mainly focus on improvement of structural SVM. Kernels and low rank optimization is required to improve 

computation time. It mainly needs  

 

 The most O (n) calls to the separation plane. 

 Number of support vectors does not depends on n. 

 Approximation may generate low rank. 

 

5. STRATEGIES FOR IMPLEMENTING A MULTI KERNEL 

MULTICLASS SYSTEM. 
 

The performance requirement of a multiclass multi kernel system mainly depends on the cache of slack algorithm, 

active/inactive constraints, sub problem solving efficiency etc… A polarization strategy may be used to maintain the 

processing balance. 

 

Algorithm 2(An enhanced multiclass multi kernel approach for better performance of cutting plane method) 

Input:An optimization problem  

Minl, w, q, u, p, v‖w‖2 +α1∕2 ‖Du‖22 +α2/2‖P-I‖22 +ᵟΩ1 (v) +ᵟΩ2 (L) 

L,w,v and u,p,q are two groups of variables that subject to  

W=Dq,l=u,S O V =p and v=q  and  

k>0, α1>0, α2>0 

є is the threshold for stopping optimization 

 

Input:     J > 0 ,α1 >0, ɑ >0 and k ≥ d. 

Output:  k. 

While not ǁkj+1 – kj ǁ /ǁ / kj+1ǁ ≤є k  do 

1. Compute kj+1, wj+1  and vj+1 by using  

Mink,w,v Y(k,v,w,uj,pj,qj,ƛj). 

2. Compute uj+1,pj+1 and qj+1 using 

Min u,p,q Y(kj+1,vj+1,wj+1,u,p,q,ƛj). 

3. Update  ƛ1j+1,ƛ2j+1,ƛ3j+1  and ƛ4j+1 using 

              ƛ1j+1  = ƛ1j +   ᵝ(kj+1 – uj+1). 

              ƛ2
j+1  = ƛ2

j +   ᵝ( d ° vj+1 – pj+1). 

              ƛ3j+1  = ƛ3j +   ᵝ(wj+1 – Dqj+1). 

              ƛ4j+1  = ƛ4j +   ᵝ(vj+1 – qj+1). 

End while  

Cutting plane method for solving non integer linear problems is used to find the optimal solution. The efficiency of the 

method depends on methodology used with the problem. The convex optimization is the common method which has 

different variants named kelley’s method, bundle method. These rely on a convex objective function and its sub gradient. 

Maximization and minimization scenario is better handled with convex optimization. An algorithm to solve cutting plane 

method using convex optimization. 

 

6. SUB GRADIENT METHOD 
 

Sub gradient method also minimize the non differentiable convex function and repeats upto any sub gradient at bottom 

level. The sub gradient method is a key concept in improving the efficiency of convex method. The algorithm which finds 

sub gradient points is given below. 
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Algorithm 3 

Input:The minimization problem  

Minimize f(x) =max {f1(x)…fn(x)} 

where f1(x)=inf‖x-y‖2 is the is the y є Cj 

Euclidian distance of x to Cj where C1...Cn  are closed convex sets of n points. 

1) Initialize the f*=0 if the intersection is nonempty 

2) Find the farthest set from x ->Cj 

3)  Find the sub gradient g from the projectionPj(x) on Cj 

4) Update g=
�

‖����(�)‖�
(x−  Pj(x)) 

5) Output g. 

 

7. LEVEL SET PROJECTION 
 

Level set update methods are very important when working with classification problems on imaging applications. The data 

driven as well as shape driven methods as to be adopted when data is prepared for image segmentation. In a multikernal 

SVM scenario, level set projection will ensure the quality of predictions. A level set method change s the topology of a 

numerical distribution as splitting the boundary in different categories. The goal of level set methods is to establish a 

parameter free geometrical representation. It can be used for optimization methods. The graph rationing method andmarkov 

random field are some of the level projections used in industry. The generic algorithm for segmentation using level projection 

is given below.  

 

Algorithm4. 

The generic algorithm for segmentation using level projection: 

1. Define the neighbourhood of each feature (random variable in MRF terms). Generally this includes 1st order or 2nd order 

neighbours. 

2. Set initial probabilities i for each feature as 0 or 1, where i is the set containing features extracted and define an initial set 

of clusters. 

3. Using the training data compute the mean (li) and variance (li) for each label. This is termed as class statistics. 

4. Compute the marginal distribution for the given labelling scheme. A Gaussian model is used for the marginal distribution. 

5. Calculate the probability of each class label given the neighbourhood defined previously. 

6. Iterate over new prior probabilities and redefine clusters such that these probabilities are maximized. 

   This is done using a variety of optimization algorithms described below. 

7. Stop when probability is maximized and labelling scheme does not change. 

 

ARCHITECTURE 

8. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 
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9. OPTIMIZATION METHODS 
 

Working with different kernels raises optimization issues that may be solved with regression based methods. Gradient 

processing (Boosting) algorithms with additive regression tree is a best method [13]to resolve optimization issues. Normal 

gradient boosting algorithms tense to over fit the training data. This paper proposes an attribute level 

�����������ℎ���ℎ������ℎ attribute is assigned with a weighting score (described in previous section)to each node. 

After that create a super user weighting vector by averaging all available weights. To refine initially fitted values we may 

optimize the equation  

min �(

�

���� − ���
(�)

�)� + ������� − ���
(���)

�)�

�

( 

 

Where μ1 and μ2 are tuning parameters.Wij indicates the correlation degree between parameters. Vsupis the weighted vector.  

A single learner for each dimension in the transformed feature representation vsup is boosted by the model. 

 

10.SVM SOLVERS 
 

SVM solver has the role of implementing the optimization, maximization or minimization solutions. While dealing with 

multi kernel SVM, the optimization strategy must be applied to each kernel used. The optimality criteria should be better 

defined to match the output expected. In case of dual problems, there should not be violation of rules definitions. The main 

properties that to be maintained in solvers are the sparsity issues, concurrency and complexity of the solutions.  

The scalability of regression models is a function of iteration number, number of latent factors, average number of nonzero 

features and the training data size. The solvers must be designed in order to establish a balanced value for each of the above 

parameters. The experimental setup should be planned to meet these requirements in terms of optimization and quality in 

output 

 

11. WMKL 
 

Weight Updation using Multi Kernel solvers is a combination of algorithms that generates boosted output. The algorithm is 

capable of maintaining the scalability and balance in parameters. Let T be the training set containing feature vector 

representing different parameters of an optimization problem. Let M1, M2 be two groups of variables that are part of the 

optimization problem. Let w be the weight updated in solving process. 

 

Algorithm 5: 

Input: Training set T, weight w, class group M1, M2 

Output: prediction based on classification /regression /clustering. 

1. T={x1y1},i=1,2…N and yi є{-1,1} Where N is the number of training samples and yi be the class level. 

2. Find hyperplane so that yi(w.xi +w0)≥ +1 for  

Yi =-1 

3. For each plane i=1 to n є P, the set of planes arrived from step 1. 

4. Perform cutting plane training algorithm1 

5. Select the plane with no change in weight 

6. Define an optimization problem relating the class labels. 

7. Perform multiclass optimization using algorithm2. 

8. Acquire solution with minimization function. 

9. Perform minimization function using algorithm3.  

10 if the predicted output accuracy <threshold (t), perform algorithm4 for feature weighting. Else goto step 12 

11. Apply classification / clustering / regression algorithm. 

12. Output optimized production result.Various algorithms prepared for the optimization are experimentally implemented. 
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP. 

12.DATA SET 
 

The data set selected for empirical analysis is based on a study of protein secondary structures which generated spectroscopic 

data. The data set comprised of soluble proteins that are selected for spectral analysis. The objective of spectral study was 

to interpret the membrane protein type based on its properties. The data set contains 14016 virtual proteins corresponding 

to 13659 actual proteins of which one class belongs to 13313 other to 335 and last class 11. The concept of virtual proteins 

is as follows: If a protein belongs to two functional types, then it will be counted as two virtual proteins and if a prot4ein 

belongs to three functional types, then it will be counted as three virtual proteins and so forth. 

 

Present study is conducted on a data set used to predict silico of outer membrane beta based proteins. Thirty five attributes 

included in the data set are used to predict the topology of Beta Based Outer Membrane (BBOM) proteins and discriminate 

them from water soluble ones. The dataset is available the collection of predicted chlamydial outer membrane proteins is 

available at the online database PCOMP11. Other datasets used are UCI_ecoli which is obtained from UCI data sets2. Both 

these datasets represents data from bio molecular structure domain. Another biomedical data is also used for experiment is 

taken from  

 

The algorithm used for training with SVM classifier is Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO). The default kernel used 

with SMO is poly kernel. The classification is performed on Weka, the universally accepted data mining and analysis tool. A 

GUI tool is developed to customize the parameters used for our novel algorithm WMKL. The input parameters like weight 

threshold, cross validation fold and test data are fed to the tool, which performs Weka operations. The Weka implements 

minimization strategy by its functional parameters. After each kernel selection, the weighing function (algorithm 4) is called. 

 

13.RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS 
 

The dataset statistics used for the experiments is given on Table1. 

Table1. Dataset statics 

Dataset No.of 

Attributes 

 

No. of 

Instance 

membrane(BBOM)proteins( 

25PD.arf) 

10 1673 

Protein Localization Sites 

(Example.arf) 

8 336 

FC669.arf 10 858 

Diabetes 9 968 

 

The datasets were used to classify the attributes into the class labels with multiple Kernel optimizations. The performance 

of various Kernels in terms of various weka parameters are given on Table2. 

Table 2 .Performance of Kernels 

Kernel Type Time Taken 

POLY 

KERNEL 0.53 

RBF 

KERNEL 0.63 

                                                             
1http://www.microbial-ecology.net/pcomp 
2https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/ecoli  
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PUK 

KERNEL 0.67 

 

 

The accuracy of Classifications under various Kernels are given on Table 3. 

 

Table 3. Accuracy of Classifications 

Kernel Type Precision Recall Fmeasure 

POLY 

KERNEL 0.837 0.842 0.823 

RBF 

KERNEL 0.426 0.426 0.254 

PUK 

KERNEL 0.875 0.875 0.87 

 

The comparison of accuracies are given on Fig2. 

Fig.2. Performance for Ecoli data set using different kernels. 

 

 
 

The Precision, Recall and FMeasure of Classification Process under various kernel for Ecoli and Protein are given 

on Table 4 and Figure 3 

Table 4.Precision, Recalland  Fmeasure of various kernels for  Ecoli data set 

Kernel Type Precision Recall Fmeasure 

POLY 

KERNEL 0.837 0.842 0.823 

RBF 

KERNEL 0.426 0.426 0.254 

PUK 

KERNEL 0.875 0.875 0.87 

 

 

Fig.3. Performance of various kernels in terms of precision, recall and fmeasure for Ecoli data set 
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Table5.Precision, Recall and Fmeasure of various kernels for protein data set 

 

Kernel Type Precision Recall Fmeasure 

POLY KERNEL 0.94 0.943 0.937 

RBF KERNEL 0.784 0.885 0.831 

PUK KERNEL 0.932 0.933 0.923 

 

Fig.4. Precision, Recall and measure for Dataset Protein 

 

 
 

The multi kernel implantation under parallel processing threads are evaluated with time complexity. The time taken for each 

dataset under different kernels are tabulated as Table 6 and Table 7 

 

Table 6.Time Complexity for Protein1 Dataset. 

 

Kernel Type Time Taken 

Time 

Complexity 

POLY KERNEL 0.23 4.347826 

RBF KERNEL 0.14 7.142857 

PUK KERNEL 0.67 1.492537 

 

Table 7.Time Complexity for Ecoli Dataset using different kernels. 

 

Kernel Type 

Time 

Taken Time Complexity 

POLY KERNEL 0.53 1.886792453 

RBF KERNEL 0.63 1.587301587 

PUK KERNEL 0.67 1.492537313 

 

Fig.4. Time Complexity for EColi Dataset using different kernels. 
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Fig. 5.Time Complexity for Protein Dataset 

 

 
 

From Final Results we can conclude that the PUK (Pearson Universal Kernel) based SVM Kernel was best suited 

for Protein Structure Analysis. The parameters should be selected in such a way that classification process in that domain is 

best performed with such Kernel, which may further deliver the scope of a single server, which is suggested by the MKL 

experiment. 

 

14.CONCLUSION 
 

Bio-molecular and Bio- medical data require a large quantity of labelled data to train robust classifiers—in practice, 

this is difficult and often an expensive endeavour. In this paper, we presented an optimised multiple kernel-based classifier 

system that incorporates different types of features extracted from protein structure data and diagnosis data for classification. 

Data from different sources provide the necessary diversity which is a crucial point for constructing the classifier committee. 

This framework provides a new way to exploit multi kernel, multi class datasets for classification. 

 

In particular, we adopted a weighting based kernel selection. Inside the learning system, probabilistic MKL was 

applied as an adaptive classifier, since it can implicitly adapt the kernel to the data by learning appropriate weights of 

predetermined kernels, eliminating the need to re-tune SVM set each step of the AL process. Finally, a decision fusion 

strategy was performed to make a final decision on the probabilistic output and obtain the final classification map. The 

experiments validated the efficacy of the proposed framework and provided the following conclusions 

 

1) MKL is a more effective and appropriate classifier for multi class data compared to the standard SVM classifier.  

 

2) MKL classifiers improve the performance of traditional one substantially for this multi class and multi source data.  

 

3) The proposed Multi Kernel - system greatly outperforms the classic SVMs.  

 

3) The inclusion of different types of sources and features, including biometric features from hyper spectral image, elevation 

information from diagnosis data can provide a truly “decision based” approach. Our datasets specifically suggested the best 

results on SMO Kernels for different datasets. 

 

15.FUTURE WORK 
  

Further improvements of the proposed solution can be potentially obtained by considering posterior probabilities 

in both new and simple kernel development of the process. Also the cross validation of multiple sources at the same time 

can be considered for further study. The time taken for weighting process in each kernel can be further improved by adapting 

learning strategy through Artificial Neural Networks. 
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